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Important Note

 If the instrument is not in use, please turn off the power in time.

 If the instrument is not used for a long time, please charge and discharge

regularly. Batteries should be charged and discharged at least once a

month.

 It is strictly forbidden to use power shortage, which will severely shorten

the battery life and even make the battery scrap. When the instrument is

short of power, the power supply should be switched off and charged

immediately. Avoid battery failure due to excessive battery discharge time.

 Charging lamp: the charging lamp on the charger is bright red during

charging and bright green after charging.

 Users must not disassemble the instrument and replace the battery

without authorization. When the instrument or battery fails, please return

to the factory.
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Ⅰ、Product Description

ZX-BC Transformer turn ratio tester is an innovative product with compact size,

more portable and easy to carry.

Products are mainly applied to change than group test transformer, PT and CT

polarity test, test speed, high accuracy.

Ⅱ、Functional Characteristics

1. Lithium battery power supply or 100-240V AC power supply is

self-adaptive. After one charge, more than 100 transformers can be

continuously tested in the ratio group. The test process is simple and

convenient.

2. It has the function of blind measurement, that is, to perform variable ratio

and group test when there is no connection between high and low voltage.

3. Based on the test of conventional transformer, Z-type transformer and PT

sample, the polarity test function of CT variable ratio is added, and the

application field is wider

4. Wide range and high accuracy, the variable ratio measurement range can

reach 10,000, and the test accuracy can be guaranteed 0.3% when the

maximum value is 10,000.

5. It has perfect protection functions such as reverse connection protection

and output short circuit protection.

6. 6-inch super industrial high-brightness color LCD screen, still visible under

strong sunlight.
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7. equipped with printer, facilitate data printing

8. It can be stored locally and on USB memory.

Ⅲ、Technical Indicators

Range 0.9～10000

Accuracy

±（Reading×0.1%+2 words）（≤500）

±（Reading×0.2%+2 words）（>500≤3000）

±（Reading×0.3%+2 words）（>3000）

Resolution ration

0.9～9.9999（0.0001）

10～99.999（0.001）

100～999.99（0.01）

1000～9999.9（0.1）

10000 and above（1）

Working power

supply

The built-in battery or external charger, charger

conditions of use，Input 100-240 VAC，50/60 HZ

Charging time About 3 hr

Instrument weight 3.8 kg

Instrument dimension 325 mm（L）×225 mm（W）×125 mm（H）

Use of temperature -10℃～50℃

Relative humidity ≤90%，No dew

Ⅳ、Panel introduction
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Figure 1

Function Instructions

High

voltage

test

terminal

The yellow, green and red three-color junction seats correspond to

three-phase A, B and C respectively, and the red test line corresponds

to the bullet rod side. The other end of the test line has yellow, green

and red three-color test clamps, which correspond to three-phase A,

B and C of the high voltage side of the transformer under test; the

yellow and green test lines are connected to single-phase test.

Low

voltage

test

terminal

The yellow, green and red three-color junction bases correspond to

the three-phase of a, B and C respectively, and the black test line

corresponds to the bullet rod side. The other end of the test line has

yellow, green and red three-color test clamps, which correspond to

the three-phase of a, B and C on the low-voltage side of the

transformer under test; the yellow and green test lines are connected
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to the single-phase test.

Display
5.6 inch large industrial high brightness color LCD screen, display

operation menu and test results.

Button

Operate instruments. “↑↓” is the "up and down" key, select to move or

modify data; “←→” is the "left and right" key, select to move or modify

data; "Enter" key, confirm the current operation; "Cancel" key,

abandon the current operation.

Power

switch

The power switch of the whole machine is switched to the open

position when it is switched on. Switch to the close position when it is

switched off.

Charging

interface
Use instrument charger to recharge.

Printer Print test results.

USB

interface

External USB disk is used to store test data, please use FAT or FAT32

format U disk; in the storage process, it is strictly prohibited to dial out

the USB disk.

Ⅴ、Operation Instructions

1. Test wiring

1) Single phase transformer or single phase PT test wiring

The yellow and green test clamps of the red test line at the high-voltage test

end are connected to the high-voltage end of the tested product, and the

yellow and green test clamps of the black test line at the low-voltage test end
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are connected to the low-voltage end of the tested product.

2) Single phase CT test wiring

The yellow and green test clamps of the red test line at the high voltage test

end are connected to the second side of the tested product, and the yellow

and green test clamps of the black test line at the low voltage test end are

connected to the first side of the tested product.

3) Test wiring for three phase transformer

The yellow, green and red test clamps of the red test line at the high-voltage

test end connect the A, B and C phases at the high-voltage end of the

tested product; the yellow, green and red test clamps of the black test line at

the low-voltage test end connect the a, B and C phases at the low-voltage end

of the tested product.

2. Intelligent power management

When the instrument is not operated for a long time, the LCD backlight is

automatically dimmed to save power; the instrument has the function of

charging prompt with low power and over-discharge protection; when the

instrument is low power, the charger can be plugged in to charge, and the

instrument can be used normally in the charging process.

3. Instructions for use of printer

The key of the printer and the indicator of the printer are integrated. When the

printer is powered on, the indicator light is normally on, and it flashes when the

paper is missing. Press the button once and the printer passes the paper.

Printer change paper: take out the rotating spanner and open the paper cover;
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Load the printer paper and pull out a piece of printer paper (tear the teeth out a

little bit). Close the cover and press the print head to the print head. Press the

print head back to the print head with a bit of force.

4. Operation instruction

After all the test wires are connected, turn on the power switch and enter the

"main menu" screen after the instrument is initialized, as shown in the figure

below.

Figure 2

NO. Instructions

1 Display date and time.

2 Displays the peripheral and current operation status.

This icon is displayed when you insert a USB drive.

This icon is displayed when storing information queries.

Display date and time.
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3
The power of the instrument shows that the icon flickers

when the power is low.

4

In the main menu operation area of the instrument, the

corresponding function is selected by the direction key, and

the corresponding function menu is entered by pressing the

"Enter" key.

NO. Instructions

To carry out variable ratio and group test for three phase

transformers.

Variable ratio and polarity test for single phase PT,

single-phase transformer and single-phase CT.

Specifically for Z type transformer with variable ratio, group

testing.

Query saved in the process of testing data; In the interface

can detect data printing and archived usb flash drive

operation.

Set date and time of the instrument.

Need a password operation, it is not open to the user.

5
SV：Display software current version number.

HV：Display hardware current version number.

The function and operation of " " are described in detail. Other

functions and operations can be referred to in this part.

Normal test: When the connection mode of high and low voltage is known, the
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test is carried out after the correct input of the connection mode of high and

low voltage

Blind measurement function: The ratio and group can be accurately measured

without knowing the connection mode and group of high and low voltage.

Take the " " as an example to illustrate, enter the screen of "Blind

test function parameter setting", as shown below.

Figure 3

NO. Instructions

1

First-level operation directory, through the “←”→” key to

select these functions, when these functions are selected,

press the “↑”↓”" key to select the parameters of the

corresponding functions.

Tip: The cursor can quickly jump to the
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button by pressing the "Enter" button under the first-level

operating directory, which can quickly start the

measurement.

Product No. Set the test number for this testing

Rated HV

Rated LV

Set the rated high and low voltage values of the tested

products. The high and low voltage values can be input

according to the actual voltage value, or according to the

actual situation, according to the actual proportional

relationship.

Only when the rated high, low voltage, tap spacing

and rated tap input are correct, can the test results correctly

calculate the current tap gear value and error value.

Tap
Set the tap spacing and rated tap of the tested product. For

the test product without tap, the rated tap input is 00 or 01.

Group

Set up the connection mode and connection group of the

tested products

When the user chooses the known connection mode,

the measurement and display of the instrument are based

on the user's input. When the user chooses the "unknown"

connection mode, the instrument automatically determines

the connection mode. If both the high and low voltage sides

choose the "unknown" connection mode, the measurement

results do not show the connection mode. For the

Notee

Notee
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connection group, the user can choose according to the

actual situation. If the connection group is unknown, the

user can choose "automatic", which can be judged

automatically by the instrument. In the menu of "blind

measurement function", the connection group is fixed as

"automatic" and can not be changed.

Test method

Choose different ways of measurement..

Three phase ratio: according to the set of high and low

voltage connection mode and connection group, three

phase simultaneous measurement of conversion ratio.

Group test: only measure the join group.

Three-phase AB, three-phase BC, three-phase CA:

According to the set high and low voltage connection mode

and connection group, only for the selected phase ratio

measurement.

Tip: this function is convenient for measuring and

detecting only one phase, saving time.

2

Two level operation directory, corresponding to the first level

operation directory.

Set parameters and modify the parameters through

“↑↓”keys.

Tip: the cursor in the second level of operation directory,

you can press the "Enter" or "Cancel" key to jump the
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cursor to the first level of operation directory.

3 Explanation of selected functions.

4
When the cursor is here, press the "Enter" button to start

the measurement.

In the process of testing, if the instrument detects short circuit, high and low

voltage reverse connection fault, the display screen will pop up the fault alarm

box, and stop measuring.

“The three phase ratio test results" screen is shown below.

Figure 4

NO. Instructions

1 Corresponding test phases.

2 The corresponding measured variation ratio.

3 Error value of instrument automatic calculation.
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4
Measured high and low voltage connection modes and

groups.

5 Measured current tap.

6

Menu selection area.

Press the "left and right" button to move the cursor and select

the corresponding function. Press the "Enter" button to

perform the current selected function. Press the "Cancel"

button to return to the previous screen.

Continue the measurement.

Print the current test results by the printer.

Save the current test results to the local computer or save it

to the external USB disk.

Tip: the data saved to the USB is in WORD format, and

can be directly edited or printed with OFFICE.

Ⅵ、Precautions

1. For transformers with multiple taps, the input of rated high and low voltage

voltage, tap spacing and rated gear is to enable the test results to

automatically calculate the error value and tap switch location.

2. 19 archives of transformer on-load tap-changer is, if the 9, 10 and 11 are

the same values, instrument input rated tap should be input when 9, at this

time 12 points to a later, instrument display tapping position is smaller than

actual position 2.
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3. The instrument tapping position setting according to the high side pressure

regulating design, is to assume that one point as the highest voltage range,

if the voltage reverse design or tap-changer in low voltage side of

transformer, display tapping position and the actual tap position of the

horse

4. Three-phase transformer variable than the plate of refers to the ratio of the

different voltage winding of line voltage, therefore, the transformer in

different connection mode, its strain ratio and the number of turns than to

have the following relations: the primary and secondary side of the

connection of the same voltage of three-phase transformer ratio is equal to

the number of turns ratio; Primary side and secondary side of the

connection is not at the same time, Y - d wiring of turns ratio is equal to the

variable ratio, divided by the square root of 3 - Y connection of turns

ratio is equal to the ratio is multiplied by the square root of 3 .

Ⅶ、Packing List

NO. Name Quantity

1 Host 1

2 Test line 1

3 charger 1

4 Ground wire 1

5 printer paper 2

6 manual 1
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7 test report 1

8 Certificate / Warranty Card 1
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